Come work with Supertanker!
Supertanker is looking for a design student (or a
group of students) to participate in prototyping a
democratic reseach and action tool - the Urban Relay.
We are looking for a very talented person/group that
can design real physical objects, brain with us on
democratic communictions design and produce
sweet looking graphics/texts. Its not a job, but a
change to do a school project or internship with one
of the most interesting scandinavian urban networks.
Supertanker
Supertanker is a project- and research group engaging in urbanity. We work with a critical and activist
approach to urban culture, urban space, urban democracy and urban design. See more at
www.supertanker.info
The Urban Relay - a Supertanker action tool
The ‘Urban Relay’ is both a research method and an
action tool developed by Supertanker.
The "Urban Relay" runs like this:
1) The facilitator, in this instance Supertanker, initiaties the Urban Relay by choosing four people, which
each have a significant and acknowledged role in
the community. Each person gets an individual relay
baton.
2) Each of the four people is asked to:
• Tell their story about their engagement in the
neighborhood. In this case we interview each person for 1 hour.
• Choose three places, which they find are sites
they have special historic importance and/or holds
potentials for the future of the community. For each of the three places, the relayholder place a special made sticker, takes a photograph and write up a short description of the place, its urban meaning and potential.

• choose and make a short description of new person which they find worthy of participating in the Urban Relay,
3) The relay is passed on 5 times, making a total of 20 participants
4) Along the way, the facilitating organization communicates the collected material (photos, place descriptions and people descriptions) on a website. The one hour interviews
are regarded as research material and background info.
5) Besides the "people & places stories" collected and communicated during the relay,
the Urban Relay is a great tool of connecting people: Connecting all the people chosen
during the relay, connecting all these with the facilitating organization, and also connecting the participants with more community stakeholders. This is why we call it an Action
Tool. Not only do we get to hear and communicate stories of important places and people, we also get the chance to facilitate new initiatives important to the people, places
and the community.
The first Urban Relay at Amager Øst
At Amager Øst, we have commenced a pilot of the Urban Relay.
See http://supertanker.info/2011/12/23/bydelsstafet-amager-ost/
We have chosen the first fours people that represent four different kinds of important
urban engagement in the Amager Øst community:
Eva - the local politics activist.
Clifford - the re street level social worker
Ricco - the creative entrepreneur running an urban indy café chain. Took three weeks
off his busy schedule to play ball with the kids in the neighborhood before setting up the
cafe.
Steen - the urban pioneer with lots of cultural capital, one of the main organizers at
PB43.
Amagerbladet and Danmarks Radio have shown interest to follow the game.
An improvement we want to build onto the Relay is to design a proper Urban Relay
Tool-Box containing four real relay batons, an instruction book, and other materials
needed to make the relay fun, easy and valuable, to the participant as well to the community. Therefore we are
What you would do
Its up for negotiation, but we propose that you build the actual tool box containing the
relays and various materials that makes sense to have in the tool-box: maps, instructions, small presents, stories etc.

Your home base will be in the really interesting creative environment at PB43 http://pb43.dk/
Please contact Supertankers Peter Bjerg, if you think you are the one we should work
with peter@supertanker.info - www.supertanker.info

